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We propose a simple but powerful scheme for the complete analysis of the frequency chirp of a gain-
switched optical pulse using a fringe-resolved interferometric two-photon absorption autocorrelator. A
frequency chirp imposed on the gain-switched pulse from a laser diode was retrieved from both the
intensity autocorrelation trace and the envelope of the second-harmonic interference fringe pattern. To
verify the accuracy of the proposed phase retrieval method, we have performed an optical pulse com-
pression experiment by using dispersion-compensating fibers with different lengths. We have obtained
close agreement by less than a 1% error between the compressed pulse widths and numerically calculated
pulse widths. © 2006 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Gain switching is known as the simplest method with
superior durability among various optical short-pulse
generation schemes (such as active or passive mode
locking) since no external cavity or careful cavity
alignment is typically required.1 Among various ap-
plication areas, femtosecond optical pulse generation
using gain-switched pulses is considered a promising
technology for the measurement of ultrafast physi-
cal processes,2 optoelectronic terahertz time domain
spectroscopy,3 and optoelectronic sampling.4 How-
ever, the conventional gain-switched optical pulse
has a pulse width of several tens of picoseconds, and
so, for femtosecond optical pulse generation, gain-
switched optical pulses usually need multistage op-
tical pulse compressions consisting of a number
of optical amplifiers and specially designed optical
fibers.5 To predict optical pulse profiles properly in
time and frequency domains at each pulse compres-
sion stage, it is essential to know the parameters of
the gain-switched pulse, such as pulse shape, pulse
width, and, most of all, the frequency chirp informa-
tion of the pulse for optimum pulse compression.6

The gain-switched pulse is broadly regarded as
having linear frequency chirp only, but the actual
gain-switched pulse has almost linear chirp around
the center of the optical pulse and nonlinear fre-
quency chirp in the vicinity of leading or trailing
edges. The presence of nonlinear frequency chirp can-
not be overcome due to the variations of carrier den-
sity in the gain medium during the pulse buildup
time.7 Because the nonlinear frequency chirp infor-
mation is not simple enough to be fully analyzed
analytically, Barry et al.8 suggested that frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG) should be a useful
method to retrieve the frequency chirp of a gain-
switched optical pulse. However, this method is com-
plicated, sensitive to phase-matching conditions in a
nonlinear crystal, and also requires relatively expen-
sive components such as a monochrometer or a CCD
array as well as a complicated algorithm to retrieve
the frequency chirp information of a pulse.9

In this paper, we use a fringe-resolved autocorrela-
tor based on two-photon absorption (TPA) with a
large bandgap semiconductor photodiode to avoid the
phase-matching problem associated with a nonlinear
optical crystal9,10 and suggest a simple but accurate
measurement method for the nonlinear frequency
chirp of a gain-switched pulse. The pulse width and the
frequency chirp information of a pulse were obtained
with high precision from the intensity autocorrelation
and the second-harmonic interferogram. To verify
the accuracy of the retrieved frequency chirp, we per-
form a linear pulse compression experiment using a
dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF). The measured
pulse widths after propagating different lengths of a
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DCF were compared with those of numerical simula-
tions where the optical pulse with the retrieved phase
was considered as an input pulse. The linearly
compressed pulse widths after propagating various
lengths of a DCF agreed quite well with the numerical
simulation results.

2. Phase Retrieval Using an Interferometric
Two-Photon Absorption Autocorrelator

Figure 1 shows our experimental setup of an inter-
ferometric TPA autocorrelator. A fiber-based Mach–
Zehnder interferometer is constructed with an optical
delay line in one arm of the interferometer. Various
semiconductor devices, such as common photodiodes,
laser diodes, light-emitting diodes, bulk semicon-
ductors, and dielectric substrates, can be used as a
two-photon absorber.11,12 In our experiment, a sil-
icon avalanche photodiode (Si-APD) (Perkin-Elmer
c30902E) with an internal multiplication factor of 100
was used. A five-phase step motor was used to scan the
optical delay line rapidly and smoothly with a constant
speed. The sweeping speed of the motor was
0.465 mm�s, which caused the interference fringe to
occur at a frequency of fd � 300 Hz. To launch the
output pulse into the Si-APD, the gain-switched light
was focused circularly on the front facet of the Si-APD
with approximately a 50 �m diameter FWHM spot
size.

The output current of the Si-APD receiver for the
collinear TPA autocorrelation measurement system
shown in Fig. 1 can be written as13

S��� � 1 � 2G2��� � 4 Re�F1���exp��i�o���

�Re�F2���exp��i2�o���, (1)

where

G2��� ��
��

�

I�t�I�t � ��dt. (2)

� is the delay time of the interferometer, and �o is the
carrier frequency of the input pulse. G2���, F1���, and
F2��� are, respectively, the intensity autocorrelation
and the interferogram of the TPA light, which can be
expressed as
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1
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	 exp�i2��o� � 
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I�t� and 
�t� represent the intensity and the phase of
a pulse, respectively. Here, the electric field of the
pulse is represented as

E�t� � �I�t� exp�i�
�t� � �o��	 � c.c. (5)

G2��� and F2��� are slowly varying envelope func-
tions with respect to the relative delay time �, which
can be exploited for a detailed pulse analysis. The
pulse width information of the input pulse is included
in G2���, while its phase chirp information is in F2���.
To separate G2��� and F2��� from an autocorrelation
signal, a frequency filtering technique was employed
based on their carrier-frequency difference. The G2���
has a dc carrier, while F2��� has a carrier frequency of
2�o. To select the G2��� signal, the whole autocorre-
lation trace was filtered by a low-pass filter, and for
the F2��� signal it was sent through a bandpass filter
whose center frequency was at 2�o. These digital fil-
tering processes were dealt with by LabVIEW pro-
gramming.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

A multiple-quantum-well distributed-feedback (DFB)
laser diode operating at a center wavelength of 1.55
�m was used and was characterized in our experi-
ment. The DFB laser was biased with a 26 mA dc
current and modulated by a 28 dBm sinusoidal signal
at a 2 GHz modulation frequency from an amplified
low-noise signal source. Figure 2(a) shows the origi-
nal interferometric autocorrelation signal S���, which
includes information for both G2��� and F2���. Figure
2(b) shows the G2��� plotted on a solid curve and the
envelope of F2��� on the dotted curve, which are ob-
tained by the numerical filtering process explained
above.

To reflect the asymmetric pulse shape through gain
switching of the semiconductor laser in advance, we
have assumed nonsymmetric Gaussian pulse inten-
sity for a gain-switched pulse such as

I�t� � I0 exp
�� t
T1
�2 : t � 0,

�I0 exp
�� t
T2
�2 : t � 0, (6)

where I0 is the peak pulse intensity and T1 and T2 are
constants that determine the pulse width and its

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the fringe-resolved TPA autocor-
relation measurement.
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asymmetric ratio. By fitting the G2��� trace in
Fig. 2(b) with a standard least-squares curve-fitting
method, we have obtained T1 � 33.8 ps and T2 �
36.2 ps. The FWHM of the gain-switched pulse was
estimated to be 58 ps from the intensity autocorrela-
tion trace G2���, and the FWHM of the envelope of the
F2��� fringe signal was estimated to be approximately
20 ps, assuming a Gaussian waveform. The ratio of
these two widths is 2.9, which indicates that the gain-
switched pulse has nonzero phase chirp; this ratio
becomes 1 for a chirp-free optical pulse.12

It is notable that we have small wiggles in the side
wings of the F2��� trace shown in Fig. 2(b), whose form
just resembles that of the nonlinear frequency chirp
caused by the self-phase modulation (SPM) effect: a
narrow peak at the center and small wiggles in the
side wings of the trace.14 Even though the measured
F2��� trace shows similar features observed in pulses
chirped by the SPM effect, the physical origin of this
trace in a gain-switched pulse is quite different from
the SPM effect.15 A dynamic wavelength shift of a

DFB laser under deep carrier modulation or fre-
quency chirp in a gain-switched DFB laser pulse
is caused by the carrier-induced refractive index
change. In the case of a gain-switched pulse from a
laser diode, the change of a laser frequency can be
examined to be proportional to the integration of the
pulse intensity with respect to time16 as the change in
carrier density is proportional to the photon number
generated in a laser cavity or the integration of the
output pulse intensity from a laser cavity. This is the
reason why we assumed the frequency chirp of a
gain-switched pulse is a linear chirp incorporated
with a nonlinear chirp, whose form is just like the
effect caused by SPM.8 Therefore the phase of a gain-
switched pulse can be expressed as


�t� � ��C
2�� t

T1
�2

� S exp
� t
T1
�2 : t � 0

���C
2�� t

T2
�2

� S exp
� t
T2
�2 : t � 0, (7)

where C is a linear chirping parameter and S is a
nonlinear chirping parameter. The instantaneous
frequency ��(t) across a pulse is obtained from the
phase 
�t� by ��t� � ��2���1d
�t��dt. For a complete
analysis of a gain-switched pulse from the sim-
ple numerical model of Eq. (7), which is based on the
carrier-induced refractive index change inside a laser
cavity, the initial electric field was finally given as

E�t� � E0 exp
�� t
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�2exp(�

i
2��0t � �C

2�� t
T1
�2

� S exp
� t
T1
�2�) : t � 0

�E0 exp
�� t
T2
�2exp(�

i
2��0t � �C

2�� t
T2
�2

� S exp
� t
T2
�2�) : t � 0. (8)

We have found optimum values for the C and S
parameters by fitting the measured trace of F2��� and
G2��� using a standard least-squares fitting method.
Close agreement between measured G2��� and calcu-
lated G2��� is clearly shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b),
a comparison was made for F2(�). The retrieved
FWHM pulse width G2��� and chirp width F2��� were
58 and 14.6 ps, respectively.

To verify the retrieved nonlinear phase chirp ob-
tained by our newly proposed method, we per-
formed a linear pulse compression with a DCF and
compared the actual pulse widths with expected
pulse widths based on a numerical model shown in
Eq. (8). If the phase of a gain-switched pulse was
correctly retrieved, the compressed pulse width
should match the estimated pulse width by using

Fig. 2. (a) Interferometric autocorrelation trace S��� obtained di-
rectly from the output of the APD receiver. (b) Intensity autocor-
relation curve G2��� as the solid curve and the envelope for the
interference fringe of F2(�) as the dotted curve.
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the conventional pulse-propagation equation. The
nonlinear pulse-propagation effect was ignored in
this pulse-propagation simulation because the peak
power of the pulse is not so high for a gain-switched
pulse by a laser diode.17 Figure 4 shows the re-
trieved pulse intensity and the corresponding fre-
quency chirp of the gain-switched pulse just before
it is injected into a DCF. The pulse intensity profile,
which is identical to G2��� in Fig. 3(a), is shown as a
solid curve, and it has an asymmetric Gaussian
shape. The dotted curve shows the retrieved fre-
quency chirp of the pulse when it is assumed to be
only linear, and the dashed curve is obtained under
the consideration of the nonlinear frequency chirp.
Output pulse widths were measured and plotted in
Fig. 5 after propagating through seven different
lengths of a DCF, e.g., 0.4, 1.0, 1.4, 1.9, 2.6, 3.0, and
3.6 km. The chromatic dispersion coefficient D for the
DCF is �65 ps��km�nm�. Filled circles are measured
pulse widths at each length of the DCF, and they are

virtually connected with a curve for comparison. The
dashed curve shows the expected pulse widths as a
function of propagation length, which is obtained
from a simple numerical analysis when only a linear
frequency chirp is considered. The solid curve de-
scribes the expected pulse width when the nonlinear
frequency chirp is considered. The decreasing ten-
dency of the calculated pulse width as a function of
propagation distance agrees well with the measured
results with less than a 1% error when we take the
nonlinear phase chirp described in Eq. (8) as the
initial phase chirp of the gain-switched pulse. It
shows that the minimum pulse width is 21.7 ps after
propagating the 2.6 km length of the DCF. When we
only assume a linear phase chirp, the calculated
pulse widths do not match with the experimentalFig. 3. Measured and calculated traces for the G2��� and F2���. (a)

Measured G2��� as the solid curve and the calculated G2��� as the
dotted curve. (b) Measured F2��� as the solid curve and the calcu-
lated F2��� as the dotted curve.

Fig. 4. Retrieved frequency chirp and intensity profiles. Pulse
intensity profile, which is identical to the retrieved G2��� in Fig.
3(a), shown as the solid curve. The dotted line describes the re-
trieved frequency chirp with only the linear frequency chirping
term, and the dashed curve is under the consideration of a non-
linear frequency chirping term as well.

Fig. 5. Measured and calculated pulse widths after propagating
different lengths of a DCF. The filled circles connected with a solid
curve represent the measured pulse widths at each end of the DCF.
The dashed curve represents the numerical results with only a
linear chirping term, and the solid curve describes the numerically
expected pulse widths including the effect of the nonlinear chirping
term as well.
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pulse widths. For a pulse with just a linear frequency
chirp, the pulse width is given as a parabolic function
with respect to the point of the minimum pulse width.
Furthermore, there is a large discrepancy between
the measured minimum pulse width of 21.7 ps and
the expected minimum pulse width of 11.2 ps. An-
other finding through pulse compression experiment
is that there is a large tolerance of the DCF length for
obtaining maximum pulse compression when a gain-
switched semiconductor laser is used as a seeding
pulse source. When only the linear frequency chirp is
included for the estimation of pulse compression,
minimum pulse width can be realized within a rela-
tively short and restricted length of a DCF. In our
experiment, the pulse width reduction as a function
of propagation length had an L-shaped curve because
of the nonlinear frequency chirp across the pulse.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a simple but power-
ful method of obtaining highly accurate nonlinear
phase chirp of a gain-switched pulse laser. Using this
scheme, we can obtain the asymmetric pulse shape
and the amount of nonlinear frequency chirp across a
gain-switched pulse by measuring a simple fringe-
resolved autocorrelation trace for a pulse. Our inter-
ferometric TPA autocorrelator is quite simple, yet the
pulse characterization result is both accurate and
reassuring. We believe that this method is efficient
for analyzing both a gain-switched pulse and a pulse
with a SPM-type nonlinear phase chirp.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science
and Technology of Korea through Creative Research
Initiatives.
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